Math Course 1 Solution Manual
Synopsis
The Saxon Math Course 1 Solutions Manual contains answers and solutions that support daily instruction and cumulative assessment in the Saxon Math Course 1 program.
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Customer Reviews
This manual is a lifesaver to me. Arithmetic 40 years ago is very different than math today. I can’t do 6th grade math. But I can sure check my students answers with this manual and I am learning some because of the illustrated step by step solutions to the problems. I also bought 5th, 8th, 9th & 11th grade manuals.

This book is so helpful! It not only gives you the correct answer, but shows you how to do the problem

This solutions manual helped me assist my daughter with her math homework. It’s been a very long time since I’ve done 6th grade math.

Really helpful for me. Even though it was easy 5th grade math. Made nights doing homework much smoother and in less time consuming.

This book has all the answers and more, easy 100% on every lesson, it is awesome, you should get it.
Just what I expected. The book was in great condition. It couldn't have been better. Very pleased with purchase. Love the book, great to have

I was so exhausted to look up my kids’ math homework so I looked for something. This is a great book for saving my time, so I don't need to look through every single question for my kids. They can ask me which one they can't understand after correct their answer. There's no solution but answer. So far answers are all correct.

Great resource in great condition. Thanks
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